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The Omega's Mate-Elizabeth Ann Price 2019-08-12 Unlucky in love pack
Omega Carly Finlay is thrilled to be opening her cake shop. At least one
thing in her life is going well; the less said about her love-life, the better.
However, after being dragged into attending a cage fight the little Omega is
momentarily elated to scent her mate, but that soon sours after she comes
face to face with a horny, seven foot, cage fighting, Kodiak bear shifter.Cain
Moran is overjoyed to meet his little she-wolf mate; he just wishes it could
have been under better circumstances. When his skittish mate hightails it,
he chases after her, determined that she will accept him as her
mate.However, Cain will also have to contend with his biggest fan, groupies
and his manager, who are less than thrilled at him for dropping everything
for the little wolf. Can he woo his sensitive mate and prove he is the mate
she deserves? Can he cope with her Omega abilities and get over the fact
that the pack will always have a claim on her? Can Carly come to terms with
her gruff, insensitive bear shifter mate?Please note this is a novella and
approximately 43,000 words in length. It contains swearing and scenes of a
sexual nature with m/f interaction intended for mature readers. If you would
like to find out more about Elizabeth Ann Price's stories, please visit the
website: www.elizabethannprice.com
When A Beta Roars-Eve Langlais 2015-07-07 Hayder's met his mate, there's
just one little problem, she's allergic to cats. How degrading. Stuck
babysitting a woman because his alpha said so. As Pride Beta, he has better
things to do with his time, like washing his impressive mane, hunting down
thugs for fun, and chasing tail—sometimes his own if his lion is feeling
playful. But his babysitting job takes an unexpected turn when the woman
he’s assigned guard duty over turns out to be his mate. A female threatened
by an outside wolf pack. A woman he wants to call his own. A mate who
doesn’t fall for his charm. Usually Beta’s leave the roaring to the Pride’s
alpha, but in this case given his level of frustration, he might have to make
an exception. And if anyone doesn’t like it, they can kiss his furry tail. Rawr!
Genre: paranormal romance, shapeshifter romance, alpha male, bbw
heroine, werelion, werecat, romantic comedy, humorous romance, fantasy
Mate (Silver Mountain Wolf Pack)-Zoe Perdita 2014-07-16 Jake Anderson, a
detective, is a lone wolf and he doesn’t want it any other way. When he
moves to Kellogg, Idaho, he’s greeted by the powerful pack that runs the
small town. Worse yet, the pack’s alpha is his new boss – the handsome and
rugged Captain Holden Walker. While Jake doesn’t want a mate, he can’t
deny his overwhelming attraction to the alpha – or the needs of the rest of
Holden’s pack. But giving up his body to Holden and his life to a pack isn’t
what he has in mind. Each pack member, from the angry beta to the lowly
omega, are in search of mates – and Jake’s entrance into the town changes
everything. They have to deal with a pair of Eurasian wolf brothers, a
wounded werecat and a new wolf who puts the beta’s position in the pack at
risk. Jake knows the truth -- wolves mate for life. But will he aid the Silver
Mountain wolf pack or let his only chance for happiness slip away? Warning:
Contains graphic m/m sex scenes and violence. omega wolf, wolf shifters,
gay romance, gay shifters, m/m romance, shifter romance, fantasy romance,
paranormal romance, alpha wolf, beta wolf, gay threesome, gay orgy
His Beta's Vow-C. R. Guiliano 2017-08-17 Sometimes...being a hero
hurts.Vann was thrilled for his alpha, Dryden claiming his mate, and now
expecting a pup. Thanks to the alpha-beta link between them, the only
downside was how much Dryden's happiness emphasized Vann's own
loneliness. There was a wolf who caught Vann's eye, possibly his fated mate,
but Vann couldn't claim a male. It was too engrained in him to seek out a
female mate. An alpha female. Then, the unimaginable happened. Once
again, Arri was abducted, and held captive. Except this time, Vann was as
much a prisoner as Arri. Day after day, Vann endured Kale's cruel torture so
that Arri would be as safe as possible. But the pup was coming soon......and
Vann's vow as alpha guardian took on a whole new meaning.Unable to bear
the shame, and guilt of his actions, and unwilling to return to Woodlynn to
face his alpha, Vann fled, abandoning Dryden now that the male had his
mate back safe, and sound. *~*~*~*Dryden was beyond worried that his
lead beta, his alpha guardian--his best friend--had disappeared without a
trace. Knowing what drove the male to take off didn't matter to Dryden.
Vann had saved his mate, his family. He'd fulfilled his vow, and then some.
Dryden was indebted to Vann, and missed the beta desperately, more than
he thought possible. But Vann's disappearance was only the tip of the
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iceberg. There was no peace for his family, he was depending on Rovyn
more, and more, and yet, couldn't because the beta had claimed his mate,
and needed time with Anrean. Then there was Border pack, his brother
Massey having stepped down, and gone home, leaving Dryden as alpha to
both Woodlynn, and Border. Not something that was going over well with
the Border wolves. Even Kasp, a psychotic wolf who once belonged to
Woodlynn a few years ago was challenging his right to lead Border as the
alpha who bested Sbrel. And to top it all off, Truin, one of his beta-intrainings, and Vann's fated mate, had left in search of the missing alphaguardian, without permission.His life in chaos, Dryden wasn't sure what was
going to happen. Would he defeat the challengers bent on destroying him?
Would he, and Arri ever have time to raise their pup without constant
threats? Would Vann ever return?
His Beta's Vow-CR Guiliano 2016 Sometimes...being a hero hurts. Vann was
thrilled for this alpha, Dryden claiming his mate, and now expecting a pup.
Thanks to the alpha-beta link between them, the only downside was how
much Dryden's happiness emphasized Vann's own loneliness. There was a
wolf that caught Vann's eye, possibly his fated mate, but Vann couldn't
claim a male. It was too engrained in him to seek out a female mate. An
alpha female.Then, the unimaginable happened. Once again, Arri was
abducted, and held captive. Except this time, Vann was as much a prisoner
as Arri. Day after day, Vann endured Kale's cruel torture so that Arri would
be as safe as possible. And the pup was soon coming......and Vann's vow as
alpha guardian took on a whole new meaning. Unable to bear the shame,
and guilt of his actions, and unwilling to return to Woodlynn to face his
alpha, Vann fled, abandoning Dryden now that the male had his mate back
safe, and sound.*~*~*~*Dryden was beyond worried that his lead beta, his
alpha guardian--his best friend--had disappeared without a trace. Knowing
what drove the male to take off didn't matter to Dryden. Vann had saved his
mate, his family. He'd fulfilled his vow, and then some. Dryden was indebted
to Vann, and missed the beta desperately, more than he thought
possible.But Vann's disappearance was only the tip of the iceberg. There
was no peace for his family, he was depending on Rovyn more, and more,
and yet, couldn't because the beta had claimed his mate, another male
omega, and needed time with Anrean.Then there was Border pack, his
brother Massey having stepped down, and gone home, leaving Dryden as
alpha to both Woodlynn, and Border. Not something that was going over
well with the Border wolves. Even Kasp, a psychotic wolf that once
belonged to Woodlynn a few years ago was challenging his right to lead
Border as the alpha who bested Sbrel.And to top it all off, Truin, one of his
beta-in-trainings, and Vann's fated mate, had left in search of the missing
alpha-guardian, without permission.His life in chaos, Dryden wasn't sure
what was going to happen. Would he defeat the challengers bent on
destroying him? Would he, and Arri ever have time to raise their pup
without constant threats?Would Vann ever return?
A Beta for Two Bears-Kelex 2016-03-09 All he’s wanted his entire life is
freedom. Freedom from the stigma of ignorance. Freedom from the life he’d
been born into. Freedom from the vicious males raising him. After the death
of his fathers, Tyler thinks perhaps he’s finally found it, only to realize
there’s no one to care for his four younger brothers. Dmitri and Barron
know Tyler is their mate, but the idea of taking in a family of five is
daunting, to say the least. Add in the fact they’re the McCreary wild brats,
and both of their heads are spinning. Yet they won’t abandon their mate or
the cubs who need them. Tyler doesn’t want to admit he needs their help.
His pride gets in the way and gets them all in a dangerous situation. Can
Dmitri and Barron help Tyler and the boys see their way back and become
the family they all deserve?
Omega Challenge-Quinn Michaels 2018-09-26 One is forsworn. One is
forsaken. One will pay. Noah and Luther are in love. The problem, Luther is
a beta, Noah is an omega, and their mating is forbidden. Worse, if Noah
can't find an acceptable alpha in the next three days, he will have no choice
but to mate with Raymond, an alpha he despises. Then Arthur arrives, and
everything falls apart. Arthur is an alpha with a secret. He and his mother
were betrayed, and both wear the mark of it. Now, Arthur will stop at
nothing to make the alpha who cursed them pay. Now, with revenge in his
teeth, Arthur's own body betrays him. Twice. Will Arthur sacrifice love and
happiness for vengeance? Or will he choose another path? Find out in
Omega Challenge an action-packed Omegaverse romance. This is a short
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book set prior to the events of the other three books of the Pine Creek Lake
series. If you love shifters, mmm menage, alpha, omega, and beta dynamics,
adventure, magic, and a touch of mpreg, grab Omega Challenge now!
Beta Letters-Beta Theta Pi 1918
Aviation Electrician's Mate 3 & 2-John A. Coyle 1981
The Beta Theta Pi- 1890
Aviation Machinist's Mate 2-Robert E. Rogers 1983
Aviation Electrician's Mate 1 & C.-United States. Bureau of Naval Personnel
1971
The Alpha's Mate (Huntsville Pack Book 1)-Michelle Fox 2016-08-31 What
reader's say about Michelle Fox's werewolves: "I love how well the
characters are developed and rounded out - I feel like I know about these
characters before they jump in the sack - which for me is a HUGE deal!"
"Fox adeptly weaves several enchanting love scenes into her romance
framework. Best of all, they actually add to the story." "This is the third
shifter story I've read from this author, and I love the edge of humor, the
way she introduces the problems of the pack, and the wolfish behavior that
sneaks into the human interaction." Little known fact about being a
werewolf: There are always wolves at your door and some of them are up to
no good. Chloe Weiss' dreams have finally come true: She's a null no more,
her wolf has finally come. She's now a full member of her pack in the
remote Appalachian 'weretown' of Hunstville. Even better, she's mated to
the pack's next alpha, Jackson Swift. However, now that she's on the other
side of her happy ending, things aren't quite as rosy as she'd expected. The
women of her pack resent her status as alpha's mate and suddenly there are
rumors that Chloe is an Omega, a werewolf so weak they are banned from
ever mating. Worse, an old friend of Jackson's blows into town full of
disapproval....and competition. It seems no one likes Chloe except Jackson.
Then women start disappearing, violently kidnapped from their homes and
never heard from again. There's a killer on the loose in the small town of
Huntsville, and the one wolf he'd do anything to have is Chloe. Now Chloe
will have to fight...for Jackson, her place in the pack, and her life. This novel
is a sequel to the bestselling To Bring Her Wolf.
A Taste for a Mate-Carrie Ann Ryan 2014-11-13 Jasper Jameson has spent
his life caring for others, knowing that one day he might be blessed with his
mate. He’s fought alongside his family and Pack for over a century but it
isn’t until he meets a human who makes his wolf growl, that he knows that
there’s something more than fate worth fighting for. When Jasper walks into
Willow Delton’s bakery she knows there’s something different about him.
But every time he walks back out again, she doesn’t know what to think.
When he finally finds the strength to ask her out, a new enemy in Jasper’s
life has other plans. A dangerous Pack is on the prowl and they’ve not only
threatened the Redwood Pack but brought a demon into the fold as well.
Forced into a new way of life, Jasper and Willow must fight not only for their
lives but their weakening mating bond. Trust takes time but the two of them
might not have as much as they need. A Paranormal Romance with Themes
of: Wolf, Werewolf, Shifter, Romance, Series, Dominant, paranormal
romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance, fantasy romance, alpha
male, series and saga, magic, witch, demon
Matefinder-Leia Stone 2015-02-01 Werewolves, facing the threat of
extinction, desperately seek their mates to bear young. Aurora, a human far
removed from the supernatural world, is nearing her own end after being
fatally injured in a car accident. Kai, an alpha werewolf, lurks in the nearby
trees watching her bleed out. He chooses to save her the only way he knows
how, by changing her. Aurora struggles with her past as a domestic abuse
survivor and the new dominating and violent lifestyle of a werewolf. No one
is prepared for what happens next. The tides turn in favor of the
werewolves. The Matefinder has been found, and she is more powerful than
anybody ever imagined. But is she prepared to be the most hunted werewolf
in history?
OMEGA SHADOW: PINE CREEK LAKE DEN SERIES-Quinn Michaels
2018-07-07 One is accused. One is betrayed. One is a killer. Midwifeapprentice, Kyle's sheltered world is shattered when a patient's mate flies
into a murderous rage and attacks him. Kyle is rescued by a handsome
alpha visitor, but as attraction blazes between the two men, and they fall
into each other's dreams, what starts as lust becomes something impossible.
Kyle is a beta. He can't be an alpha's true mate. And yet, what else explains
their connection? Pine Creek Lake alpha, Shadow isn't looking for his true
mate when he stumbles across a beta being attacked in the middle of the
night. But when a simple rescue reveals a chain of possible murders,
Shadow must learn the truth about the man in his dreams before it's too
late. Something is driving alphas in the Blackcreek pack to rage and die
young. Is Kyle as ignorant as he pretends, or is he hiding a dangerous
secret? As Kyle and Shadow work together to discover the truth, both men
are forced to question their deepest assumptions about themselves and each
other. Are they fated mates? Is Kyle living a lie? And when the truth is
revealed, will Kyle have the courage to face it before Shadow suffers the
same death as the others? Find out in Omega Shadow, Book 3 of the Pine
Creek Lake Den series, an action-packed Mpreg romance with a happily
ever after to melt your heart. Fast paced. Sexy. No Cliffhanger. If you love
Mpreg Omega werewolf romance with life-or-death action, knotting, babies,
and hawtness, start reading Omega Shadow, Book 3 of the Pine Creek Lake
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Den series, today!
The Arrow of Pi Beta Phi- 1917
The Bent of Tau Beta Pi- 1910
The Phi Beta Kappa Key-Oscar McMurtrie Voorhees 1925
The Crescent of Gamma Phi Beta- 1916
Alpha, Beta, Omega-L. C. Davis 2017-08-27 It's been four years since the
tragedy that claimed the Mountain Ridge Alpha and Mel, the mutual mate of
Alpha Hassan Amari and the beta Toval. As a mated Alpha-beta pair, Toval
and Hassan have managed to defy the odds and come through tragedy
stronger than ever, despite the shroud of secrecy that surrounds Mel's
death. Strange letters from an impossible sender throw the fragile balance
of their healing into question. Alphas are dying in Europe, and a group of
omegas with a deadly mission has taken credit. They call themselves
Epsilon, and they're hell-bent on overthrowing the hierarchical system that
has ruled the shifter world for as long as anyone can remember. Meanwhile,
the success of the European Council breeding program, known colloquially
as the Futurus Initiative, has increased pressure on stateside Alphas to
conform in order to save their dwindling population. Hassan and Toval's
joint effort to fight the Initiative seems to have failed, but Epsilon has less
peaceful methods in mind. One letter changes everything. The leader of
Epsilon chooses Hassan and Toval to deliver his ultimatum: Abandon the
initiative, or every pack Alpha in the Council will die. Toval and Hassan find
themselves the unwitting messengers of this twisted message, pitted
against a corrupt Council and a ghost of the past who will stop at nothing to
get what he wants. Time will tell if their love can withstand this dangerous
new alliance. This is book 10 of the Mountain Shifters Series and contains
story elements that are meant to be read in the context of the events in the
rest of the series. This work is meant for mature audiences only.
Beta Test-Karenna Colcroft 2012-06-01 Is it possible for a Beta werewolf to
have a human mate, or must Justin Ruel give up the woman he loves? Tareth
McConnell has learned not to count on anyone other than herself, and really
isn't in the market for a relationship. But the first time she sees the man
with his long hair in a braid on the subway, she's strangely drawn to him.
Despite that, a month passes before they say more than hello to each other.
The first time Justin Ruel speaks with Tareth, he knows there's something
special about her. Something different. If he didn't know better, he would
swear she was his mate. But Justin is the Beta of the City Pack, the largest
werewolf pack in New England, and there's no possible way he could have a
human mate. At first, Justin tries to hide the truth from Tareth. When a
series of attacks occur on pack members, Tareth's life might be endangered,
and Justin has no choice but to tell her--even if that means losing her
forever.
Rescued by the Alpha-M. M. Wilde 2018-08-14 When wishing for a new life,
Elam finds out the hard way he should've been more specific.A year in the
Alaskan wilderness was supposed to help nature photographer Elam
determine his next move. However, hitting his head and being rescued by
one of the hottest men he's laid eyes on in a while is not getting him off to a
great start. Elam is starting over and staying away from sexy guys is part of
his new regime. He has a career to nurture in addition to repairing his
bruised ego after his rat of an ex cheated on him multiple times.Nicolai is a
rare, blue-eyed white wolf shifter. He's also an Alpha and the expected heir
to his pack in the Alaskan Wolf Alliance. Much to his father's dismay, Nic
has stepped aside as ruler and ceded his spot as future head of the pack to
his younger brother. As a gay shifter, he'll never be able to provide a
biological heir and has no intention of claiming a female mate for the sole
purpose of giving him a pup. Instead, he's made a life for himself miles away
from the pack in his own section of woods.However, fate intervenes and
puts Nic on a collision course with a human mate. While Nic's wolf might be
on board with the idea, Nic wants no part of it. Why would he want to get
tangled up with the stunning Elam only to have his cold heart ripped away
once Elam decides it's time to leave Alaska for good? There's also the small
detail that humans know nothing of the existence of shifters.When
chemistry, love and the truth of what the growly Nic is blindsides Elam, he
has some tough decisions to make. Does he let Nic turn him? Never go back
to his old home? But the biggest surprise is yet to be revealed when Nic and
Elam discover the new life Elam had hoped for is more than just his ownand that there are wolves who are frothing at the mouth to destroy it.
Author's Note: Rescued by the Alpha is Book One in the Alaskan Wolf
Alliance series and features an Alpha and omega who are fated to have lots
of steamy, knotty fun and to make beautiful babies together. This
suspenseful, action tale does include some peril to Dad and baby. But,
there's a fluffy, feel-good HEA and we all know wolves don't cheat, so no
worries there!
Beta's Mate-Caryn Moya Block 2014-10-06 Beta's Mate Book Eight of the
Siberian Volkov Pack Romance Series Brenda Scott, while being cured of
cancer, had her world turned upside down when she shifted into a wolf.
Now, living in Quebec with her new lycan pack, she wonders if her dream of
joining a special operations unit is forever out of reach. Then there is the
quiet man who watches her with the yellow eyes of a wolf wanting his mate.
Will she be able to adapt to her new wild urgings? Granger Thibault wants
his mate more than anything in the world. But he knows that if he pushes
her, she will fight back. Once a soldier, and the Alpha female's lycan sister,
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Brenda is a force to be reckoned with. Can Granger find a way around
Brenda's hard shell to the soft woman waiting to be loved?
Devon-Jana Leigh 2012-08-07 Devon, the Denver Pack's Beta was too busy
to find his mate. Since his Alpha's discovered the prophesy that was going
to change all of their lives, he had been on the road. There was too much
going on for him to worry about finding the one person who was meant for
him, or was he. Devon gets blindsided with his mate and a mess of
problems. While trying to sort everything out his other mate shows up.
There are lies and deceit that need to be sorted out. The one thing that
never changes is that the fact that he has found his mates, and he will
protect them at all cost. Warning sexually explicit and m/f/m and m/m
action.
Beta-Rachel Cohn 2012-10-16 Elysia was born without a soul, her only
purpose to serve the wealthy inhabitants of Io, an island paradise. But
sensations are clouding her mind...anger...loneliness???love. Before long,
Elysia learns that she is a Defect. And If any human on the island discovers
the truth, it will cost her her life.
Beta's Second Chance-Jasmine Wylder 2017-10-21 Any hot shifter deserves
a second chance, right? Curvy Ava Montclair has her work, her mission, and
her ambition to keep her going. The last thing she needs is a distraction.
And not at all in the form of her ex-boyfriend, Pax Carrigan. Although she
has to admit, he's still hot as hell. Strong Pax Carrigan broke Ava's heart a
decade ago and now he's back with one job-to keep her safe. But the longer
Pax spends with the one and only girl he's ever loved, the more he knows
there's more to her. For now, however, he has to focus on his job. Anything
else would be unprofessional. Or wouldn't it be? Ferals formed their own
dangerous pack and targeted Ava. She got too much involved trying to get
the squabbling packs to work together against the ferals. Will Pax keep the
only girl he's ever truly loved safe? And will Ava ever forgive him, or is it too
late for her? Find out!
The Witchfinder-Loren D. Estleman 2011-06-28 A dying architect engages
Detroit PI Amos Walker to uncover someone who is spreading lies about
himThe world is waiting for Jay Bell Furlong to die. The grand old man of
American architecture is on deathwatch in a Los Angeles hospital, and it
won’t be long before his obituary hits the front page. Only Amos Walker
knows that the impending death is a bit farther off than that. In fact,
Furlong has just become Walker’s client. The architect is still near death,
yes, but far from the hospital. Before he goes, he has an item of revenge he
wants seen to, and Walker is to be his instrument. Eight years prior, a
salacious photo caused Furlong to cut loose his young lover, a photo he has
now learned is a fake. He hires Walker to find out who poisoned his
happiness, so that he can repay the favor before it’s too late. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Loren D. Estleman including rare
photos from the author’s personal collection.
Unwanted Mate-Diana Persaud 2017-01-30 Unwanted, despised by his own
pack, Zane hopes that one day he will find love and acceptance from his
mate. His hope is quickly shattered when he meets Jackie, his mate. Jackie
is shocked to discover that her mate is a member of the enemy pack and her
brother's murderer. Jackie must choose whether to forgive Zane or fight her
wolf's growing compulsion to mate with him. Will Zane ever find love and
acceptance or is he destined to be alone?
Small Talk: It’S Only My Opinion-John G. 2010-08-31 There is no available
information at this time.
A Beta's Haven-Carrie Ann Ryan 2014-11-13 Being the Beta of the Redwood
Pack isn’t an easy task, but Jasper has never complained. He’s spent his
entire adult life dropping everything so he can take care of others. Now he’s
a father, a husband…and tired. His mate, Willow, knows Jasper won’t let
others know that he might need a break, even for a weekend, so that’s
where she comes in. Once Jasper lets go and allows his mate to call the
shots, this Beta might just be in for the ride of a lifetime. Author’s Note:
This is a novella set between books 6 and 7 to give you a taste of Jasper and
Willow. It is best that you have already immersed yourselves in the
Redwood Pack world, however even new readers will enjoy a glimpse of one
of the Redwood’s favorite couples. A Paranormal Romance with Themes of:
Wolf, Werewolf, Shifter, Romance, Series, Dominant, Paranormal Series,
Paranormal Fantasy, paranormal romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter
romance, fantasy romance, alpha male, series and saga, magic, witch,
demon
Scent of a Mate-Milly Taiden 2020-04-26 Jordan and Aric An alpha looking
to claim his curvy, sassy mate is about to learn it's not as simple as a
bite.Mission: Scent a MateJordan Alvarez knew that a promise to her best
friend involved staking out the local wolf pack's scenting ceremony and
recording the graphic details, but she was the writer and the only one with
the balls to finish the task. No one would know that four human women had
sneaked proof of their rituals, or at least, that was the plan until Aric Wolfe
showed up.Mission: Stake a ClaimAric Wolfe knew his baby sister was up to
something, and expected her best friend, Jordan, to be in on the chaos. He
finally had an opportunity to lay claim to a mate that had been under his
nose for years. Jordan's scent called to both the man and the animal, and he
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was done fighting the call of the beast. It was time to mark his
mate.Mission: Survive an AlphaWhen a good intention creates a problem for
the Wolfe family, Jordan finds herself being stalked by a woman intent on
claiming Aric as her own. Battle lines will be drawn, love will be put to the
test, and Aric will have to fight Jordan's strong personality to keep her alive.
Two alpha hearts seeking control will either find the balance or risk losing
their love forever.Mature reader warning: Adult content including but not
limited to: Violence and raw sexual language and actions.
Competing for the Luna-Kathryn Fuller 2019-09-10 Born a wolf. Bonded by
the moon. Betrayed by love.Melody is the daughter of the Crescent Moon
Pack's Alpha, seeking revenge.Jake is the Alpha of the Blood Moon Pack,
destined to her by the moon goddess.But when his best friend and Beta
bonds with her first, they begin to question everything.The moon goddess
doesn't make mistakes, and two wolves can't share a mate.Can their packs,
and hearts, survive the conflict? Or will this love tear everything apart.If you
love shifter romance and Alpha males in a gripping adventure, grab your
copy and start reading today!
Dreams of a Wombat-Charlie Richards 2020-02-21 A couple of years before,
Virgil McBride’s life changed... for the better. He’d been working as a ranch
hand at a cattle ranch in Texas while hiding the fact that he was a cougar
shifter. Then his boss brought home a gargoyle mate. It didn’t take long for
staff to transition, wheedling out those humans who weren’t trustworthy.
Virgil loves his new freedoms, allowing him to shift and explore the ranch in
animal form. While out running as a cougar, Virgil scents something
amazing, and he realizes his mate is near. Searching out the source, he
finds something he’s never seen before... and it isn’t the dilapidated hunting
stand. Virgil meets Shaw, a wombat shifter. Even though he assures his
mate that he would be welcome at the ranch, Shaw isn’t convinced. After
learning why—the beta of Shaw’s wombat wisdom is claiming him as his
mate—Virgil realizes he’s not going to be able to fulfill his wombat’s dreams
on his own. Can Virgil win Shaw’s trust enough to get the help they need to
free his mate and give them a future?
The Beta Theta Pi- 1968
The Alpha Takes a Mate-Cara Adams 2013-09 [Siren Menage Everlasting:
Erotic Paranormal Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M,
shape-shifters, spanking, sex toys, HEA] Taige York, Eve Lang, and Ginny
Thomas move to an old schoolhouse to turn it into a craft market. Taige's
well-rounded body calls to Jasper Lyall, Alpha of the nearby werewolf pack,
and also to Cornelian Bardolph, his right-hand man. But the pack is not
happy with humans living so close nearby and especially not with their
Alpha befriending one. While the three women are cleaning up the old
building and turning the schoolhouse into a craft market, and Jasper and
Cornelian are busy getting to know Taige in human form, and trying to find
out whether she likes BDSM sex and werewolves, the rest of the pack is set
on preventing Jasper and Cornelian from spending time with their woman.
Then the pack decides to frighten the humans right away from the area. And
Jasper still hasn't gotten around to mentioning the word "shape-shifter" to
Taige yet. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Материалы Республиканской конференции молодых учëных Республики
Башкортостан "Медицинская наука--2002," посвященной Году Здоровья,
70-летию БГМУ и Дню Медицинского работника- 2002
Loner-Teddy Wayne 2016-09-13 “Powerful.” —Maureen Corrigan, NPR’s
Fresh Air Named a best book of the year by NPR, Kirkus Reviews, and
BookPage David Federman has never felt appreciated. An academically
gifted yet painfully forgettable member of his New Jersey high school class,
the withdrawn, mild-mannered freshman arrives at Harvard fully expecting
to be embraced by a new tribe of high-achieving peers. Initially, however,
his social prospects seem unlikely to change, sentencing him to a lifetime of
anonymity. Then he meets Veronica Morgan Wells. Struck by her beauty,
wit, and sophisticated Manhattan upbringing, David becomes instantly
infatuated. Determined to win her attention and an invite into her
glamorous world, he begins compromising his moral standards for this one,
great shot at happiness. But both Veronica and David, it turns out, are not
exactly as they seem. Loner turns the traditional campus novel on its head
as it explores ambition, class, and gender politics. It is a stunning and timely
literary achievement from one of the rising stars of American fiction.
When a Beta Roars-Eve Langlais 2015-07-02 How degrading. Stuck
babysitting a woman because his alpha said so. As Pride Beta, he has better
things to do with his time, like washing his impressive mane, hunting down
thugs for fun, and chasing tail-sometimes his own if his lion is feeling
playful. But his babysitting job takes an unexpected turn when the woman
he's assigned guard duty over turns out to be his mate. A female threatened
by an outside wolf pack. A woman he wants to call his own. A mate who
doesn't fall for his charm. Usually Beta's leave the roaring to the Pride's
alpha, but in this case given his level of frustration, he might have to make
an exception. And if anyone doesn't like it, they can kiss his furry tail. Rawr!
Tracking and Reading Sign-Len McDougall 2010-04-28 Identify animal
tracks and read signs in this beautifully illustrated field guide.
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